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 11 

ABSTRACT 12 

Among the major ice streams that drain West Antarctica, Kamb Ice Stream 13 

(formerly called Ice Stream C) is unique in that it stagnated ~150 yr ago, but its former 14 

fast-flow conditions are virtually unknown. Here we present surface-based radar profiles 15 

of the ice stream�s undulating internal stratigraphy, which records these conditions. Our 16 

analysis of the profiles indicates that prestagnation flow velocities, averaged over a 17 

period <740 yr, exceeded 350 m·yr
�1

 in the trunk of the ice stream. This velocity 18 

constraint would be lower if the ice had been thickening (higher if thinning), but suggests 19 

mass loss from the ice-stream catchment that is of sufficient magnitude to reverse the 20 

gain estimated for today�s Siple Coast region. Analysis of other ice streams would allow 21 

comparison of velocities over millennial time scales with observations of present-day 22 

velocities, useful for evaluating how West Antarctic ice drainage has evolved. 23 

 24 
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 26 

INTRODUCTION 27 

Ice in the interior of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet flows slowly (~10 m·yr
�1

), but 28 

on its oceanward journey converges through tributaries into fast-flowing (10
2
�10

3
 m·yr

�1
) 29 

ice streams. These ice streams exert strong control on ice-sheet mass balance through 30 

their changing activity (Shabtaie et al., 1988; Joughin et al., 1999, 2002; Conway et al., 31 

2002; Joughin and Tulaczyk, 2002). Their behavior is therefore important for 32 

understanding ice-sheet contribution to global sea-level change, especially given 33 

concerns that West Antarctica, a marine ice sheet, may be prone to rapid collapse in the 34 

future (Alley and Bindschadler, 2001).  35 

The stagnation of the trunk region of Kamb Ice Stream (Fig. 1) has received much 36 

attention (Rose, 1979; Retzlaff and Bentley, 1993; Anandakrishnan et al., 2001; Smith et 37 

al., 2002) for providing insights on ice-stream dynamics and because of ongoing debate 38 

as to whether it is evidence for ice-sheet stability or instability (Alley and Whillans, 39 

1991). Zones of chaotic crevasses, caused by high strain rates
 
(Vaughan, 1993), form at 40 

the lateral margins of ice streams today that are flowing faster than ~100 m·yr
�1 

(Joughin 41 

et al., 1999, 2002). Prestagnation velocities of this magnitude are suggested for Kamb Ice 42 
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Stream by the existence of former (now buried) lateral margins (Retzlaff and Bentley, 43 

1993; Smith et al., 2002), but a precise velocity estimate is needed to substantiate theories 44 

about the cause and impact of stagnation. To explore other signatures of past flow 45 

activity is essential. 46 

In this paper we examine the internal stratigraphy of K2, the northern tributary of 47 

Kamb Ice Stream (Fig. 1), revealed by three surface-based, low-frequency (2 MHz) radar 48 

profiles (Fig. 2). Although the ice-stream trunk is nearly stagnant, velocities in the 49 

tributaries are 60�80 m·yr
�1

. Profile Z (z�z′) lies in the trunk and is just downstream of 50 

the region of flow deceleration, where a bulge is growing
 
(Price et al., 2001). 51 

 52 

RADAR OBSERVATIONS 53 

Radar-detected internal layers (Fig. 2) show remarkable lateral continuity, 54 

implying that they are not necessarily destroyed by fast flow or its onset; other 55 

measurements (not shown) confirm layer continuity downstream as well as across K2. 56 

Continuous layering has been reported in other ground-based radar surveys
 
on Kamb Ice 57 

Stream and Whillans Ice Stream (Schultz et al., 1987; Wright et al., 1990; Jacobel et al., 58 

1993). In contrast, airborne radar data often reveal ice-stream internal structures to be 59 

disrupted or unrecognizable
 
(Bell et al., 1998; Siegert et al., 2003). We attribute such 60 

disparity to different degrees of aliasing in the stacking procedure used to improve the 61 

signal to noise ratio. Airborne systems employ a stacking distance similar to ours, but the 62 

much higher bandwidth (typically ≥60 MHz) and proportionally lower wavelength make 63 

them less able to resolve steeply dipping multiple layers. Many internal layers in K2 dip 64 

at slopes >0.1. 65 

The internal layers in all three profiles undulate in a distinct trough-and-crest 66 

sequence, depicting a pattern of folds whose axes are subparallel to ice flow and whose 67 

amplitude increases with depth. The layers represent horizons of equal age (isochrones) 68 

because low-frequency radar reflections in ice are due primarily to electrical conductivity 69 

contrasts, likely inherited from snow deposition
 
(Fujita et al., 2000). But isochrones are 70 

not flow lines; nor do their ages offer direct clues for understanding layer deformation, 71 

which registers cumulative shear strain. Numerous processes could have produced the 72 

folds, including flow convergence or divergence in the ice-stream tributary system, flow 73 

over bedrock bumps
 
(Robin and Millar, 1982), nonuniform basal melting

 
(Fahnestock et 74 

al., 2001)
 
or nonuniform surface accumulation

 
(Vaughan et al., 1999); radar-detected 75 

folds have also been hypothesized to result from changes in basal boundary conditions at 76 

the onset of streaming
 
(Jacobel et al., 1993). The spatiotemporal properties of such 77 

processes within Kamb Ice Stream are uncertain, and their length scales may not 78 

correspond to the dominant folding wavelength (on the order of kilometers). The origin 79 

of the folds is unknown. Yet a simple analysis shows that they carry an important paleo�80 

streaming signature. 81 

 82 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 83 

We define 10 �flow bands� common to the profiles by using prominent crests (or 84 

troughs) of the folds as lateral boundaries (Fig. 2). Folds are difficult to identify at depth, 85 

due to radar attenuation, and near the surface, where their curvature is low and echoes 86 

from buried crevasses interrupt the layers. We use a given fold if it can be traced in all 87 
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three profiles for more than a third of the ice thickness. Traces are extrapolated so that 88 

flow bands extend from the ice surface to the bed. 89 

Along flow, ice thickness decreases, accompanying an adverse bed-slope of the 90 

tributary, but the width of each flow band decreases also (in approximately the ratio 3:2:1 91 

in the profiles). The folds thus converge, and three independent explanations of this flow 92 

signature (1 to 3 below) are relevant. In the following discussion we assume steady-state 93 

flow in the study area (between profiles X and Z) before stagnation with a surface 94 

geometry close to that of today. We also assume flow dominated by a basal velocity 95 

component, because sliding at the ice-bed interface and/or subglacial till deformation 96 

probably enabled the fast flow in the trunk and K2, as in the neighboring ice streams. 97 

Straightforwardly, (1) transverse folds could have formed upstream of profile X 98 

and entered the study area, where they encountered compression sideways together with 99 

longitudinal stretching. Flow regimes like this are found in the upper reaches of active ice 100 

streams. If the folds delivered at X were stationary, their axes would, in plan view, 101 

coincide with flow lines. 102 

Alternatively, there could have been no compression (or even expansion) 103 

sideways in the study area, if downstream increase in flow velocity was less rapid than 104 

envisaged in explanation 1. In this case, the signature can be explained by considering 105 

that (2) the folds formed in the study area or (3) they were delivered at X while widening 106 

in time. These two explanations are unlikely to dominate because the folds are 107 

uncorrelated with bed topography or with bed changes; nonuniformities (such as in 108 

surface accumulation or basal melting) between X and Z that could have generated 109 

folding with the observed convergence are implausible; and there is no reason to expect 110 

mechanisms acting in concert upstream to widen the folds being delivered. We regard the 111 

signature as mainly due to the streaming regime in explanation 1, although its distortion 112 

by time-varying flow or by folding processes in the study area cannot be excluded. 113 

Modification and displacement of the profiles since stagnation began (~150 yr ago) are 114 

limited and do not alter this conclusion. 115 

Now, if we assume that the flow bands align with paleo�flow lines in plan view 116 

and we ignore contributions from surface accumulation and basal melting, mass 117 

conservation requires the flux through each flow band to be constant (Fig. 3). The ice 118 

flux through cross section area A is A × u, where u is area-averaged velocity. The area 119 

ratios AX/AY, AY/AZ, and AX/AZ should therefore record the past-velocity ratios uY/uX, 120 

uZ/uY and uZ/uX respectively (subscript denotes radar profile). We measure areas from 121 

Figure 2, but acknowledge that deviations of the profile normals from past flow direction 122 

(likely to be <30°) could overestimate area ratios by up to 15%. The area ratios for each 123 

flow band exceed unity (Fig. 4), a result that points to a consistent downstream increase 124 

in paleo�flow speed. When derived for the total area of the 10 flow bands, Å, the ratios 125 

are ÅX/ÅY = 1.7 ± 0.1, ÅY/ÅZ = 2.3 ± 0.1 and ÅX/ÅZ = 4.0 ± 0.2, which indicate uX:uY:uZ ≈ 126 

1:1.7:4. In addition, the presence of a buried lateral margin near km 35 of profile X 127 

(Smith et al., 2002) suggests that uX ≥ 100 m·yr
�1

 prior to stagnation. Combining this 128 

inference with the fourfold velocity increase from X to Z provides the first indication that 129 

prestagnation velocities in the trunk exceeded 350 m·yr
�1

 (conservative lower bound, 130 

based on 30° deviation). Because paleo�flow speeds in the range 10
2
�10

3
 m·yr

�1
 are 131 

plausible, the velocity long-profile established here is consistent with such profiles 132 

observed on active ice streams (e.g., the upstream region of Whillans Ice Stream). 133 
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Our results are consistent also with regard to cross-tributary variation in velocity. 134 

Rising ratios across Figure 4 imply greater (multiplicative) change in paleo�flow speed to 135 

the north, culminating in flow band 10. A simple reason is that on X, flow band 10 is 136 

within a few kilometers of the former shear margin, where uX would have been 137 

substantially less than its midtributary value. On the other hand, the flow bands on Z lie 138 

>10 km south of the margin, so we expect uZ to have been more uniform. In this 139 

interpretation, short-range fluctuations in the ratios reflect variations in velocity and in 140 

fold delivery as well as other distortions of the signature. 141 

The steady-state assumption imposes restrictions on our estimates of velocity ratio 142 

and of velocity (often called �balance velocity� [Paterson, 1994] for such an assumption). 143 

The transit time of ice in the study area is 740 yr for a mean paleovelocity of (350 + 144 

100)/2 m·yr
�1

. Thus, our estimates apply within <740 yr before stagnation. Although it is 145 

unknown how flow velocities had varied over this period, thinning or thickening in the 146 

study area would, respectively, raise or lower the estimates. No attempt is made to 147 

increase our minimum velocity by prescribing local thinning with basin-wide mass loss 148 

(discussed below). Further, we emphasize the uncertainties in using buried margins to 149 

infer absolute velocity. In the Siple Coast, crevassed shear margins develop today where 150 

the centerline flow speed of ice streams exceeds 100 m·yr
�1

 (Joughin et al. [1999, 2002]; 151 

see also Whillans et al. [2001, p. 265] for Whillans Ice Stream, and Smith et al. [2002] 152 

for Bindschadler Ice Stream). Our starting threshold is based on this observation, and not 153 

on a physical model of shear margins and critical stresses to initiate crevassing. However, 154 

since the study area is now free of surface crevasses, we consider later the effect of 155 

lowering the threshold to 60 m·yr
�1

 (present-day flow speed at X), which leads to more 156 

conservative results.  157 

Otherwise two factors reinforce our velocity constraint (≥350 m·yr
�1

). First, basal 158 

melting rates (~0.01 m·yr
�1

) are unlikely to exceed surface accumulation rates (today ~0.1 159 

m·yr
�1

 ice-equivalent). In the flux balance, contribution of these rates to the through-flux 160 

would raise our trunk velocity estimate by ~10% (under the assumption that uX ≈ 100 161 

m·yr
�1

 and net accumulation is ~0.1 m·yr
�1

). Second, profile Z has probably undergone 162 

poststagnation shortening along flow, as evidenced by bulge formation in its vicinity
 

163 

(Price et al., 2001), and downscaling of AZ to account for this further increases the ratio 164 

uZ/uX. 165 

Inactivity of Kamb Ice Stream is currently responsible for +20.5 ± 3.1 gigatons 166 

per year (~70%) of the positive mass balance of the Siple Coast region
 
of West Antarctica 167 

(26.8 ± 14.9 gigatons per year) (Joughin and Tulaczyk, 2002). Although our velocity 168 

constraint remains a lower bound, it differs sufficiently from the crevasse-based estimate 169 

(≥100 m·yr
�1

) to be important. Our constraint indicates negative mass balance for the 170 

active Kamb Ice Stream system, because 350 m·yr
�1

 streaming velocities across the trunk 171 

near Upstream C camp (UpC in Fig. 1) would result there in a discharge of ~28 gigatons 172 

per year, roughly twice the accumulation upstream. (This calculation assumes plug-flow 173 

along an 80 km wide trunk and a 1.1 km mean ice thickness.) Indeed, such discharge may 174 

reverse the present-day regional balance and could have dominated that of the past. These 175 

outcomes remain possible even if the crevasse threshold is 60 m·yr
�1

 (paleo�velocities 176 

and discharge reduced by 40%), owing to large accumulation-rate uncertainties in the 177 

mass-balance estimates. 178 
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Knowledge of prestagnation velocity is crucial for understanding the 179 

thermomechanics of Kamb Ice Stream (Raymond, 2000; Joughin et al., 2002). This study 180 

provides a new observational context for assessing earlier estimates, none of which 181 

derives from signatures of past flow. Where models assume the ice stream in steady state, 182 

estimated velocities near UpC (e.g., ~200 m·yr
�1

, Joughin et al. [2003]) can be expected 183 

to be less than 350 m·yr
�1

 due to the balance implication of the latter value. Other models 184 

have explored the spatial dynamics of the stagnation process (Fastook, 1987; Bougamont 185 

et al., 2003). Although our signature is a time-integrated phenomenon, it will be of 186 

interest to test simulated velocities against it by introducing flow markers in such models. 187 

Meanwhile, our finding of long-term mass loss seems to support mechanisms that invoke 188 

ice-stream thinning and resulting changes in basal regime to trigger stagnation (e.g., 189 

Bougamont et al., 2003). Strong motivations exist for extending the radar analysis. 190 

Although the nature of the coherent internal structures exploited here is not fully 191 

understood, our results highlight new opportunities for deciphering ice-stream history and 192 

organization. 193 
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 291 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 292 

Figure 1. Kamb Ice Stream (KIS), including its now-stagnant main trunk and tributaries 293 

K1 and K2. Hatched areas are relict margins mapped by airborne radar surveys
 
(Shabtaie 294 

and Bentley, 1987). Flow direction is from top left to bottom right. Color code shows 295 

present-day surface flow speeds from Joughin and Tulaczyk (2002); gray regions lack 296 

data coverage. White lines locate radar profiles of Figure 2: x�x′, y�y′, and z�z′, referred 297 

to also as X, Y, and Z for convenience. End coordinates are 82.15ºS 124.66ºW (x), 298 

81.78ºS 125.44ºW (x′), 82.16ºS 128.02ºW (y), 81.90ºS 128.46ºW (y′), 82.24ºS 136.00ºW 299 

(z), 82.07ºS 136.00ºW (z′). Other labels are old Upstream C camp (UpC), Whillans Ice 300 

Stream (WIS, formerly Ice Stream B) and Bindschadler Ice Stream (BIS, formerly Ice 301 

Stream D). Inset shows study-area location in Antarctica. 302 

Figure 2. Ice-penetrating radar profiles along x�x′ (X, top), y�y′ (Y, middle) and z�z′ (Z, 303 

lower) show internal layers and bed. Flow direction is into page. Top panel depicts data 304 

in gray-scale; middle and lower panels show continuous traceable layers. Data were 305 

acquired with a short-pulse system (detailed by Gades [1998]) operating at a center 306 

frequency of 2 MHz. Depth resolution is ~21 m (quarter-wavelength); upper tens of 307 

meters (black band in profile X) are not resolved. Data were recorded every 52 m (along 308 

profiles X and Y) and 26.5 m (profile Z). Each record consists of several hundred stacked 309 

(averaged) waveforms to improve signal to noise ratio. Additional processing includes 310 

filtering, corrections for surface topography, migration, and conversion of two-way 311 

traveltime to depth, taking into account higher wave velocities in near-surface snow. 312 
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Folding pattern at X is seen downstream at Y and Z. We trace prominent troughs and 313 

crests of folds from X to Y to Z, as well as in each profile (where no longer visible, 314 

extrapolating traces vertically), in order to define flow bands discussed in text. 315 

Figure 3. Model relationship between internal layers and steady flow of actively 316 

streaming ice. Flow velocity is independent of depth but may vary cross-stream and 317 

downstream. Layer undulations show correspondence between two profiles x�x′ and z�z′ 318 

and are assumed invariant in horizontal position when being delivered at x�x′ so that, in 319 

plan view, their crests (or troughs) coincide with flow lines. Vertical lines demarcate 320 

boundaries of a flow band. Mass conservation requires outflux of ice (AZuZ) to equal 321 

influx (AXuX) plus net accumulation (neglected in analysis). 322 

Figure 4. Area ratios AX/AY, AY/AZ, and AX/AZ for flow bands as proxies for ratios of 323 

paleo�streaming velocities uY/uX, uZ/uY and uZ/uX. Arrows on right indicate ratios for 324 

flow bands combined, ÅX/ÅY, ÅY/ÅZ, and ÅX/ÅZ. Error bars derive from upper and lower 325 

estimates of area for each flow band, based on horizontal range of crests (or troughs) 326 

identified in Figure 2. These errors exceed the errors on the area ratios given in text 327 

because each flow band is much smaller than area of 10 flow bands combined. 328 

 329 
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